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Sunday, 7 Sept. 1980. 

Dear Phyllis and Sukhthi, 

At last I am in Akron, at a typewriter, with free personal time as yet unclaimed; 
an exceedingly rare combination of factors! So I want to settle down for a nice 
long chat with you. Have been keeping up sort of a running dialogue with you in 
my mind, so now when it comes to actually saying something it is hard to know 
where to begin. Well, first of all I want to THANK YOU for your letters --
Sukhthi, I was so pleased to hear from you via letter and card. Sounds like your 
ballet was a smashing success! And to imagine that you even knelt in dutiful 
homage at the feet of His Majesty! Wish I could have been there to witness such 
an event. I do hope you'll send those pictures you mentioned; but rest assured 
that I do have a clear mental image of you wafting through space with grace and 
charm (and giggles). How's the Scarsdale diet coming along, or was that limited 
to your vacation time? Do you love grapefruit yet? (I loathe the stuff except 
when there's lots of sugar piled .on top, which of course defeats the pm-pose). 
Dancing should help to take off whatever weight you put on, no? I can't imagine 
you ever getting chubby. As for me, yes well my mother 's cooking is mighty 
tempting; have managed not to gain, but haven't lost any for sure! Ba.ck to 
dancing: let me know what happens with your. cap-for-the-Big-Apple deal, "after 
exams" of course. That Rick (ORS) guy must be a friendly fellow. And how are 
your studies progressing? There will be countless open doors for you once you've 
completed your basic studies (matric) in good standing, so I'm counting on you to 
apply yourself as hard as possible -- not for the sake of pleasing Phyllis or your 
teachers, but rather for widening your own horizons and developing your ability to 
contribute constructively to the new and FREE society which we'll be building up 
t ogether by then! Right? Ok, enough sermonising. I guess I'm feeling strongly 
on this point right now simply because coming back to this amorphous US situation 
with no clear direction etc, I've realised that having a definite and needed skill 
(in my case, nursing) i n my pocket provides me with a tremendous security and allows 
me to feel free to make all kinds of choices. In short, schoolyear "restrictions" 
eventually lead to far greater freedom ! 

Phyllis, I've appreciated all your mailings too: first all those letters to Dev , 
also about and from him. I'm so relieved that he got out and seems to be ok. Can 
you give me an update? Also the letter to your family in August -- I am pleased 
to be counted amongst them. The copy of the interview with OR was very informa
tive. The correct stance seems so clear, it is amazing how muddled the·•Americans 
manage to make things. More on that later. There was also the postcard from you, 
which made me cry because you sounded so bitter. I realise that many persons 
have recently left Lesotho and that it is difficult for those who remain behind; 
but remember that we out here are longing to be back in Lesotho and it is we who 
are being left behind while South Africa marches forward! Have you ever had a 
nightmare where you are trying to run but instead you can't move your legs at all? 
That's what it feels like here, with all one's burning hopes and goals being 
dragged down into the slimy quagmire of capitalism and national greedy self
interest. Personally I still feel aloof from that, but am seeing so many of my 
friends stuck in that sinking sand~p to their necks -- their mouths still espouse 
lovely democratic egalitarian rhetoric but all their actions are designed to main
tain the status quo and keep on living the comfortable life. It is disgusting, 
especially when coated with the veneer of "Christian concern". Action? Prayer. 
Good grief. Anyway, what I am saying is that while I miss you terribly and while 
I am gratified to hear that you miss me, the real point is to remain close to each 
other BY WORKING TOWARDS THE SAME GOAL inspite of being on different continents! 
In Lesotho, being "involved" in the struggle was a daily possibility and/or reality, 
but to my surprise even here in America there are many opportunities for actually 
doing something about one's committment. In the month that I've been here, I've 
only attempted the following (which hopefully are only a preface): 
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- Informal conversation. This is naturally an_ongoing, constant activity and 
it has proven to be an important form of educating people. Although their usual 
starting point is focused on me-the-returnee, it seldom takes long for me to get 
into a description of the situation in Southern Africa. The helpful thing about 
this form is that it is not a monologue -- the other person is commenting and 
asking questions etc and so one can identify his/her particular misconceptions 
and try to clarify those aspects, also one can respond to specific areas of in
terest by suggesting specific steps of action or recommending certain books. As 
a newcomer here, I'm trying not to jump on people in a judgemental way, but rather 
try to spot some small spark of concern or interest and then encourage them to 
nurture it and do something about it. It seems that many people are somehow 
intimidated by that vast but vague problem over there in Africa, and so they'd 
rather not think about it, whereas when they are given not only the facts of the 
matter but also a handle on it (such as contributing towards Morogoro school equip-

_ment or material support for refuge~, or boycotting multinationals that invest in 
~'fie RSA, or petitioning Washington regarding certain legislations such as the US 
Congress-approved Pentagon sales of military hardware and technology to the Israeli
South African link) then many of them start to at least THINK about their own role 
vis-a-vis the apartheid system. 

Literature. Another bottom-rung consciousness raising attempt is to let books 
do the talking, so I've already lent quite a few. Never go anywhere without that 
UN publication of the Freedom Charter (a handy format) so that when people say 
that they are afraid of supporting a "Black Take-Over" (shudder, shudder) then I 
can show them exactly what such a dreaded event would actually entail. People 
assume that blacks are just eager to turn the tables on the white racists; when 
they hear about Whites & Blacks & Coloureds & Indians all working together, not 
in some future utopia but already NOW in the struggle for liberation, they are 
amazed. Hopefully this makes them reconsider their own subconsciously racist 
attitudes. Another item I use is one of those enormous Magubane picturebooks -
have it lying on the coffeetable, many "innocent victims" absentmindedly pick it 
up and browse through it, then proceed to get shocked at what they see. Since the 
captions are in German, they invariably ask me about it and it gives me the chance 
to tell about Sharpeville, Soweto, Ia.nga, and then to go beyond what the photographs 

-show. Oh Phyllis, it is almost pathetic to watch these good people mutter again & 
again: "I had no idea it was like this, I had no idea." Maybe they can't be blamed 
for not having tried to find out. I don't know, 

- Slides. On several occasions I've had groups over to my parents' house to look 
at my Lesotho slides. In addition to hearing about my work in Roma and seeing the 
misty mountains, they learn about poverty, migrant labour, the dependence syndrome. 
Then after a series of happy-looking portraits of handsome young men and a stately 
woman and her sprightly daughter, i.e. when the audience is feeling oh so cozy, I 
flash a slide of Robben Island (got a duplicate from an MCCer. who could go to Cape 
Town) and describe how deeply the lives of all these people , have been touched & 
disrupted by the present South African regime. Meanwhile images of icy waters and 
red sweaters go through my own mind, In short, I try to give a face, a body, a 
heart to that abstract category of "the oppressed". (Don't worry; never a name). 

- Public speaking. As long as I am not asked to state anything hypocritical, I do 
not mind using the Church as a forum, and up til now this has worked out well. 
I spoke briefly in the Akron Mennonite Church, mainly about Lesotho but also 
broaching the wider topic of Southern Africa -- in response, they have now scheduled 
me for a full-length presentation, i.e. a Sunday morning input followed by the 
whole afternoon for discussion. (This congregation frequently brings sacklunches 
for such events). I am also helping in a sunday-school class for adults, on the 
subject of Southern Africa. It runs until Christmas and we have one session set 
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aside for introducing them to the ANC -- its goals, its history, etc. The class 
comprises al:x:mt 40 people, and I think over the next few months some understanding will be gained. We'll see. last week I was in West Virginia, where my father had a series of speaking engagements, since part of his administrative job is to "interpret MCC to the constituency", They offered him accomodation in a secluded cabin in the woods, and so my mother and I tagged along for th~ fun of it. Little did 
we know that once there, the people would beg us to speak! They complain of 
being so isolated in those mountains that a visit from outsiders is precious, Be that as it may, we agr~ed to speak. So the three Mennonite churches in the 
area organised a large joint gathering for one evening, simply slating the agenda as "The Dycks". Goodness, what with my present belief/lack thereof, what in the world did the three of us have in common that we could present in a cohesive 
fashion? Well, we quickly hit upon one subject which each of us had something to say about: refugees. You see, when the Nazi troops were retreating from their eastern frontier after being defeated by the Soviets, they employed a scorched
earth policy. Everything in their path was burned, looted, raped or killed. So there were many refugees who had no option other than to flee westward ahead of the German forces, and among these refugees were thousands of~ Mennonites from Prussia (now Poland), So in 1945-6, my ,a.rents were the ones who gathered these people up in refugee camps in Berlin, got them to Holland and from there to Paraguay which was the only country accepting refugees at that time (wa?rted their Chaco jungle cleared and pioneered), That meant over 8 weeks on the high seas, and on these voyages my mother often went along as the sole person in charge of the transport of about. 1000 persons each time. OK, so this was our evening 
programme: first my father gave the theological basis for dealing with refugees; making it clear that it is not an option but rather a command to f eed the hungry, clothe the naked, give refuge to the stranger, etc etc from the Bible. Well that got the people nicely primed. Secondly I spoke about South African refugees, 
spending most of my time explaining why in the world persons who dearly love their homeland would decide to flee from it -- i.e. explaining about Pass laws, Group 
Areas, bannings & detentions, harassment & imprisonment etc. Then about how SA haunts refugees even i n their countries of refuge, by spying, kidnapping, sending bombs. Again, no names were mentioned but the audience did hear of damaged ears 
and amputated hands ••• They also heard of the incredible non-racist response of people who are striving for a free homeland ••• Hey Phyl, did those folk ever listenl Thirdly my mother told about her personal involvement with the post WWII 
refugees, which also interested them and she has a neat down-to-earth style. At the end there were many questions for all of us and even after the meeting was dismissed (it had lasted 2½ hours) there were still people hanging around wanting to discuss. That's when I once again push the"you yourself can do something" line, which brings u)l," back to first format I listed, And so it goes; sorry I've taken so long to describe all this! I'm not a preacher and would certainly never have dreamed of arranging a programme as bizarre as this one, yet having done rt and having felt that it was well received, I feel encouraged and braver to do more. So please bear with me while I take these baby steps, yes? 

By the way, in order to present an accurate picture to Americans I should keep informed about current events in Southern Africa, but believe me it is HARD to get informationllt For example, I am dying to know WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE SCHOOLS? Did the boycott end with the beginning of a new school term? If so, what about 
the various expelled students, have they been readmitted? What are the manifestations of opposition right now? Has the reported victorious settlement of the Port Elizabeth strikes actually worked out'?' Why don't you tell our PE friend to keep me up-to-date on the labour front? Some reports claim that there is martial law -throughout the country -- is that true, and what does this mean for the populace? What about events in Lesotho? (Like who is the boxing champ?) And is it true that King Sobuza is in heavenly glory? You can't imagine what a dearth of news 
there is here; TV & radio are assanine propaganda, and even the papers are still 
harping about Iran. Help! 
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On the other hand, I try to be interested in American matters as well. For 
example, registration for the draft is currently underway -- it had been stopped 
right after Vietnam -- and it is part of this nation's increasing military pre-

.pa.redness effort, also known as gearing up for war. Some of us are opposed to 
any co-operation with the military system here, so we've been talking wit~ the 
18 & 19 year old men aoout what it means to be pa:i;..t of a system aimed at violent 
oppression of other nations and brutal exploitation by violent protection of U.S. 
interests . We remind them of the Vietnam fiasco, we mention Guatemala & Chile & 
Iran & other sick US adventures, we challenge them to be more creative and to find 
better ways of resolving conflicts ••. And off they go to line up for the draft. 
They are young, and they don't want to be oothered by government agents and end 
up paying fines. Theyl:think the future will take care of itself. What is to be 
done? 
Locally, a man whom I don't know heard me speak and approached me afterwards, 
asking whether I was aware that this district (Iancaster County) also has a "home
lands" policy. He went on to explain that the zoning authorities have a quasi-
legal system of dividing the county into areas where blacks may live and others I 
where they may not. Apparently a Mennonite group had recently decided to pur- j 
chase a certain lot of flats, to renovate them and to make them available as 
"low cost housing" which in this district means for blacks. The Akron officials 
ana~'businessmen promplly banded togeth7r to oppose such a move, and started 
spreading the old "devaluation of the neighoourhood " type of warning. So tomorrow 
night we are holding a community meeting to which all the Akron residents have been 
invited and at which we hope to present a more decent & democratic interpretation 
of the affair, hoping that we can persuade the townspeople to veto their marionette
masters. Again, one wonders at the point of such efforts, but at least it gets 
people to budge from addictive apathy. 
Perhaps one of the main things I 'm presently doing is listening. I want to find 
out what people are thinking, what they perceive as their own priorities, and how 
they interpret the events/personal experiences/public information which they en
counter. Am unable to summarise anything yet, am still gathering impressions. 

One thing, however, stands out with awful clarity: the threat posed by Reagan's 
candidacy for US president. Ba.ck in Lesotho I toyed with the idea that his vic
tory would perhaps bring America's hidden agenda (world policeman etc) out into 
the open and thus would make it easier to deal with and to topple. But hearing 
this guy is an absolutely frightening experience: he prides himself on being 
known as a bloodthirsty war-mongerer ! This week he was awarded the official 
endorsement of the Klu Klux Klan. The Pe:ntagon and the oil companies and the 
large industrialists all love him. He whips up the spectre of Soviet military 
(esp. nuclear) superiority and has brought the nation to a fever pitch of rabid 
anti-communism and eager nuclear interventionism --- which of course keeps the 
wheels of our economy oiled and the b:>sses smiling. He has no scruples against 
conducting wholesale massacres overseas if it is for the sake of halting the 
Red Menace. Many Americans who would have voted for Kennedy were disappointed 
when he lost in the convention, but then realised that a vote for Anderson(a 
lousy choice but perhaps a bit less insane) would split the anti-Reagan vote. 
So by now it is a clear rattle between Carter and Reagan. In a poll released 
today they had exactly the same percentage of popularity rating. (One wonders 
who the pollsters are and who is paying them to say what, but my parents tire 
of hearing such comments ••• ) How can one choose between a fool and a monster? 

Let me change to a more positive note. Had a great time in Toronto; it really is 
as nice a city as Robin had always advertised! Incredibly tidy. My brother-in-law 
was there for a oook convention, and was put up at the Sheraton Hotel, ritzy. His 
clan and I tagged along, so there were 5 of us in one room, eating our homemade 
sandwiches day after day and generally bumming , but of course it was always quite 

, emra.rrassing when people asked me where I was lodging! Visited the Office and it 
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seems there is ample work to be done. They were friendly to me, but I sure wish 
you could somehow convey some verification. I think I 'll move to Toronto approx. 
in January. Have some juicy job offers in the Toronto Hospital for Sick Children, 
a mammoth place which is heavily into research and teaching. So I'm processing 
my forms for Canadian licensure as RN as well as re-est~blishing citizenship. It 
all takes time, and money. In fact, my "life of leisure" is turming out to be 
rather hectic! But fun. My 14 month old niece, Debby, and my 3½ year old nephew, 
Peter , are delightful little chubby cherubs. They are really fun to be with, and 
since my sister is the type of mother who loves her kids dearly but is always most 
willing to pawn off the carrying/changing/feeding/watching etc onto someone else, 
our times together make everyone happy. My parents are both very kind to me and 
are making me feel welcome in their home. Juggling the inclination to just be my 
natural self versus the obligation of the doting daughter role is not always easy, 
but as a temporary exercise it is ok. 

Have spent another evening with Fern & Monroe, this time with her parents . They 
seem to be taking each other's in-laws in stride. lovely wedding pictures, with 
gorgeous disco queen usherettes and great groom-giver-awayers or whatever that job 
is called . Remind me to hire you two for my wedding-- have decided that 1990 would 
be the perfect year for that event, don ' t you agree? I'll start working on it 
around 1989 , Will keep you informed •• • g ..-
Talked with Kathy on the phone, she sounds as chipper a s ever. I'll be there end 
of September. Wish I• could just ring you up, or pop by the Survival Centre for a 
visit. And for a cigarette!!! Puffed my last one just before touchdown in the 
USA. Don't want to offend folks, etc. But goodness, it feels unnatural! Oh I 
guess I did slip once, namely at the Toronto office. Hmm, maybe that's why I 
liked that place 

One time in particular I thought of you, Phyllis, in a unique way: had an a t rocious 
earache, it was infected from swimming. Day after day it got worse , to the point 
of making me dizzy and nauseated in addition to the pain. Discovered that other
wise unthought-of parts of the body are actually connected to the ear & ear pressure, 
for example I couldn't even have a decent shit due to the ear pain! I wonder how 
you can ever stand it. And that constant noise! (I mean inside your ear; don 't 
get uptight, Suks), Please tell me what your condition is like now, and what your 
latest excuses are for not getting it taken care of properly. You may be interested 
to know that the swelling of my left foot has decreased substantially, but now the 
scar area has become suddenly painful and I have frequent stabbing jolts of pain 
through the leg, but I'm sure that this is the kind of thing that time will cure. 
Am still so glad that I was 100% healthy throughout my trip from Lesotho t o here. 

Well dear friends, it is 3:30 a.m, and I 'm going to stop. Even rambling~ha s its 
limits. Please greet the various people who you know ar~ , important to me ; i need 
not enumerate. Tell them that any snatches of news from / Lesotho will be gratefully 
received! And you two, keep your chins up and your hearts & minds strong. 

A LUTA CONTINUA! 
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